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EDA Dairy Policy
Conference 2019
Phil Hogan on his 11 High
Level Mission
th

European agri-food exports are at historical records
and the recent progress made in free trade
agreements will further help to open up markets for
our European dairy excellence.

Wednesday 20 March 2019
New Venue: Scotland House
Rond-Point Schuman 6, 1040 Brussels (BE)

14:30 – 18:00
...followed by our Annual EDA/
Assifonte Cheese Buffet.

Immediately after his visits to Singapore, Australia and
New Zealand, EU Commissioner Phil Hogan led his
High Level Mission to the United Arab Emirates. In his
speech at Gulfood2019, the world’s biggest food fair,
EU Commissioner Phil Hogan underlined that a FTA
with the Gulf countries and with the United Arab
Emirates would be highly beneficial for both parties.

The EU Dairy landscape
2019-2024
Registrations for our EDA Dairy Policy
Conference are open until Friday 8 March!
This is a unique opportunity to meet with
over a hundred experts from the dairy sector
in Europe and beyond...
...with Barbara Otte-Kinast (Minister of Food,
Agriculture and Consumer Protection, Lower
Saxony), Tom Tynan (cabinet EU Commissioner

EU Commissioner Phil Hogan and Michel Nalet at
the HLM in Dubai
EDA chair Michel Nalet thanked EU
Commissioner Phil Hogan for his

Phil Hogan), Matthias Bourdeau (Cargill Marketing
Manager Europe, Middle East, Africa), Valentina
Zanetti (Zanetti spa / co-chair of ASSOLATTE’s
“Young Dairy Committee”), and candidates for the

energetic commitment to open up

2019 EP elections including Max Schulman

new markets and discussed with him

(Finland) and Tilman Kuban (Germany) and Bert-

and his team - inter alia - the specific

Jan Ruissen (Netherlands).

dairy situation when exporting to the
United Arab Emirates.

Register now!

Programme
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Michel Nalet also exchanged with the Polish minister
of agriculture, Jan Krzysztof Ardanowski and the
United Arab Emirates minister of economy, H.E Sultan
Bin Saeed Al Mansoori.

"I have something
like a Brexit
fatigue... This is a
disaster."
EU Commission
President Jean-Claude
Juncker on 21 Feb. 2019
EDA chair Michel Nalet chaired the
meeting of the ‘Civil Dialogue Group MILK’ on 22
February where EU Commission representatives gave
an overview on their assessment of the Brexit process
and the impact management for EU dairy. “900

EDA chair Michel Nalet met with the United Arab
Emirates minister of economy, H.E Sultan Bin Saeed Al
Mansoori

working hours prior to Brexit, we have told the EU
Commission that we are not aligned with the rather
harmless picture they painted in their presentation.
They based their analysis on non-binding declarations

EDA chair Michel Nalet
meets with Michael Scannell
Michael Scannell, the new Director of Directorate GMarkets and Observatories (DG AGRI) met with EDA
chair Michel Nalet. Besides an exchange on market
developments, the impact of Brexit on the European
‘lactosphère’ was the key topic of this meeting. “We
are really happy to see Michael Scannell in this
extremely important position. He has an in-depth

from the UK dating back to October 2018, where – for
instance – the UK claimed not to go for border
inspections. In the discussion, they had to admit that
the reciprocity principle for border inspections will
most probably be applied by the UK. Since the EU will
have border inspections in place, the October 2018
declaration cannot be a serious basis for an analysis.
In that respect we regretfully have to say that we
agree more with EU Commission President JeanClaude Juncker”, highlighted EDA chair Michel Nalet.

knowledge of our sector and his experience in DG
SANTE is a huge assett”, stated EDA chair Michel Nalet.

Minister Barbara Otte-Kinast
at Salon International de
l’Agriculture in Paris
Barbara Otte-Kinast, Minister of Agriculture of
Lower Saxony, a region with 10 million tons of annual
milk production, the ‘milk land’ n° 1 in Germany,
visited the Paris agricultural fair and met – inter alia –
with
EDA chair Michel Nalet met with Director Michael
Scannell (EU Commission, Directorate G - Markets and
Observatories, DG AGRI)

French

Minister

of

Agriculture

Didier

Guillaume and EDA chair Michel Nalet.
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“The high level meetings in Paris with the French

information on the perspectives from the other side of

French cheese contest 2019
with an international cheese
connoisseur jury

the Rhine river. Personally, I was impressed to see the

At the official ‘Concours Général Agricole’ in Paris, the

pure positive approach to farming and agriculture in

best French cheeses receive the prestigious awards. In

this fair. The pro-agriculture approach of the urban

the 2019 edition, EDA members were appointed to the

area citizens in France and the huge effort to show and

Jury, for example for the “Emmental de Savoie”.

make understand today’s farming reality especially to

“French cheese excellence is acknowledged all over the

school kids and youngsters is exemplary”, summed up

world and the Paris competition really features the top

Minister Otte-Kinast, who signed the ‘Europe Charta‘

French cheeses. It was a delight to taste and a honour

of the French Young Farmers Organisation as did EU

to judge these cheeses. A huge ‘merci’ to our French

Commissioner Phil Hogan.

colleagues

Minister as well as with the French farming and dairy
community provided me with valuable first-hand

Klaus Kehrein, the agricultural attaché at the German
Embassy in Paris, ensured the smooth organization of

within

EDA

who

made

this

unique

experience possible”, stated Jørgen Hald Christensen
(DDB), chair of the EDA Food Policy Committee.

this high-level visit, thanking the French ‘lactopshère’
and EDA for their valuable help in setting up of the
meetings.

Minister Barbara Otte-Kinast with French Minister

EDA FEP chair Jørgen Hald Christensen (Danish Dairy

Didier Guillaume and EDA chair Michel Nalet

Board) with Dr. Jörg Rieke (MIV)

EDA co-chairing FoodDrinkEurope (FDE) environmental sustainability work
EDA is committed to a proactive and constructive approach towards sustainability, and is now also actively
involved in the FDE work. Our EDA Director Hélène Simonin has been appointed co-chair of the FDE
Environmental Sustainability Committee and has been elected chair of the Sustainable Food Systems Working
Group. In this position, we will be able to bring our EDA leadership on sustainability at FDE level and promote
our leadership in sustainable diets and food systems further in Brussels. Check out our latest EDA Sustainability
factsheets ‘The European Dairy Sector & the SDGs’ ► click here, ’Why dairy is so important for achieving a
healthy sustainable diet’ ► click here, ’Dairy as an important actor for climate and the environment’ ►
click here, ‘Dairy contribution to social sustainability’ ► click here.
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European Bioeconomy
Strategy
Last week, a conference on the New Bioeconomy
Strategy took place at the European Economic and

Your favourite Dairy
Product ?

Social Committee in Brussels. It was the occasion to
present and discuss EU Commission’s new strategy
aimed at improving and scaling up the sustainable use
of renewable resources. Bioeconomy, which is defined
as the parts of the economy that use renewable
biological resources from land and sea to produce
food, materials and energy, considers environmental,
economic and social sustainability at the same time.
The European dairy sector plays a key role in the
achievement of these three core pillars of sustainable
development, working on the improvements of its

“For cheese, it’s
Gorgonzola...
and I love butter!”

World Top Chef
Mona Mosly
pictured with Max
Schulman

long-term sustainability and contributing to the
fulfilment of the UN Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs). Please see EDA’s fact sheets on the SDGs

and the European dairy sector.

Green architecture of the
Future CAP
Last week, the Director-Generals of three DGs of the
European Commission met for the High-level joint
meeting of the “Expert Group for horizontal questions
concerning the CAP” and the “CDG Environment and

Your favourite Dairy
Product ?
“My top favourite dairy product is lait ribot, a
cultured buttermilk speciality from my home
region of Brittany in France, and in a cheese

buffet, I simply cannot resist to Comté cheese”

Climate change” on the green architecture of the
future CAP. Jerzy Plewa (Director-General, DG AGRI),
Mauro Petriccione (Director-General, DG CLIMA),

Hervé Lanoë

Daniel Calleja-Crespo (Director-General, DG ENV)

Directeur general FIT

and Pierre

Bascou (Deputy-Director-General, DG

AGRI) presented the future CAP proposal. The
architecture of the future CAP in the framework of EU
objectives on SDGs and climate change was clarified,
and

its

main

elements

outlined:

enhanced

conditionality and eco-schemes (Pillar I); environment,
climate and other management commitments (Pillar
II). There should be consistency between pillars, and
coherence between the CAP and other EU legislation.
Member States will integrate the commitments from
EU legislation into their CAP strategic plans, which will
have to be approved by the EU Commission.
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